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THE STUDY OF IMMENSITY
A non-scientific interview between Jesse L. Greenstein, professor of
astrophysics and staff member of the Mt. Wilson and Palomar Observatories,
and British science writer Gerald Leach. Adapted from a BBG Third
Programme broadcast on October 19, 1965.

LEACH: I went to see Dr. Jesse Greenstein because 1'd heard that he was one of the most gifted
talkers on the whole American continent. The reports were correct. We sat in the living room of
his house in Pasadena, and we talked all morning.
In those few hours he managed to convey more
deeply than I have ever heard btlfore a real sense
of the total involvement of doing science: a personal tie with the objects one studies that is perhaps unique to science. To put it bluntly, Dr.
Greenstein knows stars, and feels for them, as
other people know other people.
Yet I was not concerned just in asking him about
what astronomers have found. I wanted to know
what it is like to do astronomy. How does the
study of immensity affect olle's personal values?
How does one arrive at the great speculative ideas
from which astronomy advances? And so, to start
our conversation, I asked him how it feels to work
in a subject that is exploding intellectually probably faster than any science has ever exploded before.
GREENSTEI N: It's a very happy time to be
alive. And it really is viewed by most of us .as an
upporlWlily Lo share the great and explosive pleasure of novelty and change. I think the stimulation
of a ncw discovery, the realization that not everything is known, that one doesn't need to go over
the old ground again and again, push ODe into free
imagination and create the pleasure of the work.
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LEACH: I'd 1ike to talk to you about qHasars,
which are only about two or three years old now,
What is the CUlTCnt situation?
GREENSTEIN: Enormous ignorance, alleviated
by splashes of light. What we think we find is a
large group, almost 100 objects, of an extraordinary
class. They are extremely luminous in both radio
frequencies and in light, and very much brighter
than our own galaxy.
LEACH: What are the current ideas on how this
enormous amount of energy is produced?
GREENSTEI N: Well, the facts seem to indicate
that what we see is not really the source of the
energy. So we leave the great speculators to speculate about what is going on inside what we see.
What we see is a gas cloud, nol velY massiveperhaps a million times as heavy as the sun- very
small, hot, and pouring out eneI:gy at this enormous rate. The mystery is that under no conceivable circumstance could this gas cloud be the only
thing that is producing energy. If you take its temperature and measure its total heat content and let
it tum into light in the most efficient way, it could
last only a few years before it would fade. It must
be replenished. And so . several of u.s invented an
invisible object- perhaps forever invisible-1:L thing
much smaller than a light year, buried in this gas
cloud, and producing energy, and we call it
Object ·X. We have good reason to 1mb,,! that it has
produced energy for at le~t s?~~: 4~lldreds of
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years, because the hrightest of these oLject.. has
been observed photograph icall y on old plates ta ken
at random over almost 80 rears now. These plntes
show that the light has va ried in a rough to·year cy·
cleo But it hasn't c hanged systematicall y.
LEACH: But this Object X must be a very ex·
traordinary object.
GREENSTE I N: Yes. and that's where J find my·
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self, surround ed b~r good fri e lld s-ph~'s i ci sts ilnd
astrophys icists-of great intellectual depth who
ha ve had a wonderful time thinking what Object
X might be. They listen respectfully to the very few
facts we have, and then they go on enormous
branching paths of specu lation. I don't mean to
sOllnd cynical or contemptuolls, because these are
hrilliant men and brilliant ideas. I think th e main
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"I think the existence of the universe is an extraordirwry fact."

thing that I draw my pleasure from is that we have
forced brilliant people to extreme solutions. There
is no easy way out of this problem.
LEACH: Probably more than in any other science, such crazy speculative ideas have b een produced in the last two years that this is almost be·
coming like a game.
GREENSTEIN: Well, all good science is a
game of free intellectual play. Fortunately we
have enough bou ndary conditions so that the play
is n()t completely a game without rules.
These are not extraordinarily speculative ideas ;
I think the existence of the universe is an extraordinary fact. The existence of quasars is not more
extraordinary. One theory, proposed b y Yuval Ne'eman, who was visiting Caltech last year, holds that
instead of a graVitational collapse, or a superstar,
we are seeing little hits of the universe before it
started to expand. The bits were so dense that they
never started expansion, and maintained themselves
in quasi-stable fonn for 10 or 15 billion years.
LEACH: This is an idea abollt as far out as one
can get.
GREENSTEIN; Yes, but you makl:l it sound a
lot stranger than yOIl need to. If you say the universe exists and there was a big hang 15 billion
years ago, you've made so extraordinary a statement that the simple and quantitative statement
that parts could have been stabilized for billions
of years is not relatively extraordinary. If you believe in the universe's existence, you have enough
mystery.
LEACH: The thing that fascinates me is that
you astronomers can make such strange, speculative statements, which may tum out to be wron~,
but the community of astronomers doesn't lau gh
ut you for being wrong.
GREENSTEIN: 'VeIl, when YOll make your
statement based on limited information- and in
astronomy we are certainly always living with a
minimum amount of information- yoll have an
operative, temporary, partial truth. Then you make
an interpretation on the basis of even fairly weUestablished fact. You are quite privileged to be
wrong a vcry large majority of the time. It is the intellectual free play of new ideas that provides the
stimulus for theoretical people and for other exper-
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imentalists to check these ideas. You are privileged
in theoretical work to build up an enormous world
picture in which there is never any contact with an
observable fact , but it's risky. I really feel that the
novelty and depth of your fantasy and theory are
what aTe important. Since the world is so difficult
to know and since we are always finding such new
and strange things in it, it is the duty of the theoretical person to break free from the apparent fact
with which he might conceivably he so limited that
he could not think of something new.
LEACH: And you would go so far as to call this
a fantusy?
GREENSTEIN: I call it fantasy at first, certainly.
The word fantasy or intuition in science means that
yon create a possible imaginary world, and then you
look at the real world to see if there is any point of
contact.
T..EACH: Which is the djfference between science
and the arts.
GREENSTEIN: Yes, except that if it is a fantasy
in thc arts, it has to have some human relevance; no
matter how abstract the painting, either the painter
or some viewers must he able to feel that there was
some action or feeling.
LEAC11: There's a much more tenuous anchoring back to earth as it were?
GREENSTEIN: Oh, yes. Now, when a good astrophysicist makes a theory which is fanta<;tic, he
docs not set out in a few paragraphs a word picture
of a world, but he makes a mathematical model.
This mathematical model, follOWing the rules of
normal mathematics and logic, is internally consistent. It must be consistent; otheJWise it is no theory.
Ultimately, it reaches a certain prediction, which
may be merely a new way of viewing an old fact.
LEACH; Doesn't jt ever surprise you that an
idea based on mathematics and obviously internally consistent should he consistent with the real
world of today?
GREENSTEIN: Yes, the existence of mathematical pattern in the real world seems -to me implausible and almost immoral. Since Newton's time, the
world has fit first into a geometrical and then later
an algebraic picture; now. the more tenuous theory
of Gelds, group theory, and more and more abstract
parts of mathematics hecome part. of ~e model.
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Whether or not 'the reality behind the appearance
has anything to dQ with the mathematical model is
somewh'at irrelev:mt, just as long as the input is the
real world, the output is the observable real world,
and the ' connection between is a consistent mathematical structure. There are many altemative structures.
LEACIl: This is a pragmatic view? As long as it
works, it works.
GREE NSTEI N: Not really .. If the Lord is a
mathematician is a reasonable question ; it was said
that he was, b ut it seems clcarly rather arrogant. If
so, he is a better-and more applied mathematician
than the real ones that we have. But this oddity, that
the natural world seems to have some logic which
we can understand in part, is a permanent mystery
of science.
LEACH: Yet it could be said that one only finds
those irregularities that one is looking for.
GREENSTEI N: That's also tme. Could we believe in the existence of a self-contradictory, nonlogical, random universe? Could we know it?
LEACH: An idea I've always had is that our
mathematics, our whole search in nature, is based
on a faith in order and regularity.
GREENSTEIN, Yes.
LEACH: There could be an intelligent race who
didn't put order so high but put irregularity higher
-and then they would search for randomness.
Would they gct a different universe?
GREENSTEI N: Well, they certainly would have
found quantum theory before they found b illiardball Newtonian mechanics. The real world of atoms
and nuclei is a quantum world, which is a randomness world, in a sense. Imagine a world composed
not of discrete human beings with hard frames
walking on earth, but of highly organized collections of marine organisms floating in the sea. There,
shape does not count, gravity does not count, solidity does not count; what counts is the exchange of,
say, food between the liquid medium outside you
and the liquid medium inside you. You are a wave
of organization rather than a hard-shelled an imal. I
wonder if science for such people wouldn't have
been different, just as art w01,lld be vcry different
for those living in the darkness of the seas where
sight is -not an important sense. It would be a very
odd universe, although the mathematics of patterns
would be the same-with an increased emphasi~ on
randomness.
LEACH: Do you see the universe as a great piece
of clockwork?
GREENSTEI N: No and yes-I can't say-I can't
answer really sensibly. It certainly isn't a simple
bunch of s~lid bodies going around each other acApril 1966

cording to the laws of Newton. Life has changed
that a great deal.
LEACH: Astronomy in the last 30 or 40 years has
changed this, and you have helped change it. Your
work with others on the evolution of matter in stars
- the nuclear reactions and so forth, which build the
clcments from simple hydrogen right on to the
h eavy elements-this in a kind of way is a piece of
clockwork.
GREENSTEIN: ' Vell, it is different clockwork.
The clockwork of the 16th through 19th centuries
was that of classical mechanics, matter in motion.
Now it is thc clockwork of atoms and nuclei-which
is a lot vaguer clockwork- and instead of balls of
dirt like the earth going around the sun, we concentratc on what goes on in the sun. The sun is not
a simple mech anism that we can describe by the
laws of mechanics; they arc relevant, but more important laws are those of thermodynamics. The lifc
of the universe is the destruction of matter, "the pro·
dueUon of energy, and its conversion into light. The
sun and othcr stars, hot balls of gas, are the fundamental entities of thc universe. I hate to hear you
call it clockwork; it is more like a swann of ra·
diant, Hying balls of fire than cold planets are, so the
word clockwork irritates. But it is still, of course,
clockwork.
LEACH: Just now, you put a sense of purpose into the sun and universe; you said its object was to
produce enerbry.
GREENSTEI N: We look at cverything through
the eyes of the use of energy by man, 1 guess . But I
also feel that the life of a star is as romantic as the
life of an individual. It isn't as various or complicated , just bigger. But it is beautiful; it has the glamour of contrasts, of light contrasted with the cold
of interstellar space. But meaning, purpose, goalcertainly not.
LEACH: Astronomers throw off phrases like
"4,000 million years old" or "energies millions of
times our own sun" very casually. Do you really
fee l so ca.'mal yourself?
GREENSTEIN : No. It is easy to hide behind big
numbers, but more important to try to feel what
they really represent. That, I think, is one of the
pleasures of bein g a scientist- having a visual, imaginative grasp of the range of physical conditions in
whidl matter can find itself. If you really fecI wh8.t
these things mean, if you try to imagine the conditions in space, the incredible emptiness of things,
you get a genuine cmotional reaction. It is nothing
that you can feel dispassionately; if you do, you are
losing half the pleasure of being a scientist.
L EACH : Do you find you can imagine them at

all?
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GREENSTEIN, Well, I try hard, but a billion or
a million is an absolutely meaningless concept. I
think all you can do is try to extrapolate them within the limitations 'of the human senses. The heartbeat of our galaxy, a single rotation, might be
viewed as something like the earth turning on its
axis-a day. But that's 200 million years for a galactic day. Our whole galaxy has turned only 50 times
on its axis since it was fanned. That's graphic; our
young giant spiral pinwheel turning only 50 times
since the beginning of all the stars in our system.
But each tum is 200 million years, and no one can
visualize, feel, what that means. Stars live and die
in a tenth of that time; the brighter stars of our own
galaxy, if you took a photograph, would come and
go. In fact, the only analogy for the very brightest
objects is something like a St. Catherine's wheel, a
firework that spins rapidly; you see aU the sparks,
and every spark lasts a tiny fraction of. a tum; the
spark is a star.
LEACH: The whole life of a star?
GREENSTEIN: The whole life of a star. Such
short-lived stars clearly never had planets with intelligent living things developed on them; the older
stars may well have done so, but these young ones
do not. But the whole life of even quite a reasonable
star is often a small fraction of a galactic day-as
brief as the life of a butterfly.
LEACH: The enormous expansion in our view of
the universe has only taken place in the last 40 years.
GREENSTEIN: The enormous scale of things has
been found just in the last few decades. Within a
hnman life, the possibility of understanding each
new discovery has strained our fantasy more. At a
certain point you might say, "Well, give up, become
numb; the whole thing is inhuman." But you can't,
because you have to keep YOUTself placed in it; you
have to keep responding to it as a scientist, not only
emotio~ally. I feel very small compared to the earth;
the fact that the sun and the space to the stars are
a lot higger than the earth doesn't make me feel
any more inferior. I'm looking at the sun; it isn't
looJdng at me. This human, anthropocentric pride
has to persist if you're going to be a scientist.
LEACH: But I think a lot of people who aren't
scientists do blank off at these enormous distances.
GREENSTEIN: Escape is a nice refuge, but this
is clearly impoSSible. Human beings have had to
face the realities of the world philosophically and
emotionally. What one has to do is to try to absorb
the real material universe as much as possible and
try to take a proper attitude towards it. What this
proper attitude is, each person must find for himself.
LEACH: "When you are on top of Palomar Mountain at night-"sitting up with the universe" as
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you've described it-looking at the stars, you don't
see them as cold, rational things at all. Do you see
stars as important as men?
GREENSTEIN: I would say very often that tome
an important new concept ( which in an experimental subject would be a new particle ) is as
exciting as, say, another' human being. Of course,
there's much more in the realm of values in people.
But the significance of discovery and the excitement
of novelty-which I'm sure exist in ' the arts alsois so great that if I find an exciting individual object .1 respond to it as much as to new people. If it
is a significant step forward in scientific knowledge
-maybe not revolutionary, but part of the accumulation-this strange new thing which pennits one
step fonvard in human knowledge is to me really
emotionally Significant. I guess I must really feel
as if it contributes to my well-being. I think most
people who work in science find it that way or they
would not work-at least in the abstract and speculative sciences. People who want to work for people
are engineers or moralists. This is a different kind of
response.
LEACH: Do you find yourself very cut off from
non-scientists and non-astronomers? I don't mean
in your personal, everyday life- I mean, you spend
yOUT life sitting on Palomar Mountain looking at
these enormous scales and sizes and distances; can
you communicate this to your wife or to others?
GREENSTEIN, Well, I certainly hope so. I hope
I'd be able to communicate both what I have found
and what it means to anybody. If you can't do it,
you probably don:t understand it; if you can't say it
clearly, it is your fault, not theirs. People are quite
stupid since they don't know much about science,
but on the other hand, people are very fine and do
know a great deal. If you cannot clarify the story by
some analogy, which may be loose-though not incorrect scientiBcally-but which is humanly valid,
it is your responsibility and not theirs.
LEACH: This is the tragedy of many scicntists.
I can think of no other people who really cannot
cormmmicate to their wives what they are doing.
GREENSTEIN: Wen, the scientists are people
first; many became scientists because they could not
communicate. Many people evade the world by
hiding behind science. It is quite true that there are
parts of science which are incommunicable; I do
not think that modem mathematics, or the advancing front of high energy physics, or even molecular
biology are genuinely communicable. But if you
cannot. give people the feeling of what is going on
in these subjects, it is.because you are ullable to and
not because the people are too stupid:." ."
.
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"Seeing a star at night is a
very small sight indeed compared to seeing it with eye of the mind.»

LEAC 11: Do you think the beauty and adventure,
particularly of astronomy, have got across to most
people and changed their views?
GREENSTEIN, Dh, 1 think '0 . . . 1 think so ...
I think we have been very fortunate in the nwnber
of astronomers who have been able to communicate
well, who can write and talk well, and who have
felt the public need to tell their story. I think we are
much luckier than the other sciences in that way,
because the story of being so small in a universe that
is so large and old is a story that most people like
tohear--even if it hurts them.
LEACH: And we can, after all, all see stars, even
if we can't all see atoms.
GREENSTEIN: That's true, but seeing a star at
night is a very small sight indeed compared to seeing it with the eye of the mind..
LEACH: I am trying to get behind your use of
the word "creation," which is obviously something
you use technically, in terms of the evolution of the
universe, and this also goes with our whole conversation about clockwork I want to know whether
you see the creation as something that comes entirely out of physics, out of fields and particles, or
whether there's an extra something.
GREENSTEIN: A very good, difficult, horrible
question. In the beginning the Lord created, and I
don't know very much more than that. I don't know
enough about deep theoretical physics to have confidence that sometime it will be possible to show
that the universe must be. That I do not really know,
and I don't know that anybody knows.
LEACH: Can't one accept that it just is?
GREENSTEIN: That is not enough because the
nniVf~r.~p. runs downhill. Because of ollr continuous
work with finite time spans and beginnings and oneway evolution, most astronomers think more in
tenus of some mystery before physics began than
do most physicists, who don't have to worry about
it. Physicists say, "the universe is, and here are the
laws." This strangeness of the finiteness in time of
everything we know in our own galaxy-and that
is all I can really talk about-is such that I guess
most of us unconsciously accept the idea of a beginning. That this almost occupational disease of
acceptance of a mystery before "our" world began
must lead to God, in the sense of a personal god, is
a little difficult to accept. It just leaves an enormous,
early step of mystery, and there are many people
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who think along such lines. You can imagine all
kinds of weird things. The total energy of the universe is zero, and this is practically true. Things
fluctuate, and if nothingness fluctuates, positive and
negative energies a~d.ing up tp tero might separate
in some unknown way. But I run spill¢g words that
don't mean anything. One must say that zero is the
total of everything.
LEACH: And zero split into plus and minus ...
GREENSTELN: ... in the beginning of the world.
LEACH: Do you yourself believe in God?
GREENSTEIN: Probably not. Probably not in
the conventional sense. I have what I guess would
be desctibed as a vague theistic kind of feeling of
the drive from material evolution into the emergence of some kind of value. To me, however, this
does not necessarily involve a personal god, or a revealed god, or a revealed religion. It involves very
largely an ethical concept, and I wonder whether
there is any relation between ethics and religion
now. I doubt it for myself.
LEACH: Do you think it unfair that the public
should always come to astronomers and ask them
theological questions?
GREENSTEIN: Yes, I think it is extremely unfair. I think they s~o,lIld ask these questions of themselves because the interesting questions of theology,
it seems to me, are those that affect your own belief
in your own Significance, in your own value and responsibility, and in the contribution that your existence has made to something you feel external to
yourself and permanent. We are not really the intellectual or spiritual masters of the universe. We
can't bold that position; we haven't been able to for
a long time. Once you give this lip, once YOll really
de-center yourself, the rest of knowledge seems to
me just to increase the beauty and wonder of human
existence and accomplishment. If there are inteUigeqces billions of years more advanced than ours
somewhere, then it is our problem to do the same
thing, to become the same. In other words, it seems
to me that the typi.c al human love for perfection, is
only given greater strength by a knowledge of the
vastness of the universe and the infinite possibilities
of evolution. That everything must come to an end
is always a dim and lurking and very depressing
kind of thought, just as death is richly behind every
human value. But to me, the complexity and variety
enrich my experience rat~er than dit:t:l~is.h . it.
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